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ITEM PACK SIZE PACK WT.

Cookie Dough Squares 324 x 28g 9.2 kg

Round Cookie Dough 160 x 42g 6.8 kg

• All Natural Ingredients
• Soft & Chewy
• 25% Inclusions in each cookie
• Extended Shelf-Life
• Net Weight 28g or 42g each



Soft & Chewy Cookies
American Gourmet

Baking Instructions
Please Follow for Best Results
Rack Ovens (most desirable – use whenever possible):
Lower oven temperature to 310 degrees at least 15 minutes before baking.

Pan 6 x 4 and let thaw 15 minutes.

Bake for 13 minutes, check for golden edges, and reset timer for an extra 3-5 minutes if 
necessary.

Cookies should be removed at first signs of slightly golden edges, with the tops still very 
light and soft.

Some pans may need to be removed before others, depending on cookie type and heat 
variations within your oven.

*** Suggestion – To “iron-out” the hot spots in the oven, try opening the door midway 
through the baking cycle.  This lets the oven chamber breathe, allowing for a more even 
temperature throughout.

Deck Ovens:
The most common problem with deck ovens is over-baked bottoms. Our recommenda-
tions are as follows:

Same as rack ovens, except oven temperature should be lowered to 200 degrees at least 
30 minutes before baking, then brought back up to 300 degrees when baking begins. 
This is because the decks hold a lot of heat and take longer to cool down.

*** Suggestion – Double-pan in deck ovens whenever possible, and at the end of the bake 
cycle, slide pan liners o� hot pans onto a cool countertop to prevent further baking on 
the pan.  
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Every Portion is equal in weight ensuring consistency
Gives o� a fresh cookie aroma when baked


